FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

JUNE 2019 LISTINGS

If Beale Street Could Talk
Sat 29th June

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK;
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

www.picturesinthepark.net

THURSDAYS 8pm
6th Jun

The finest independent & world cinema

ROMA

6th June
Drama · 135 mins · Mexico · 2018

6th Jun

This multi-award-winning film sees acclaimed director Alfonso Cuarón
drawing from his own childhood to tell the tale of Cleo, a housekeeper
and nanny for a middle-class doctor, his wife and their four children in
1970’s Mexico. She and her mistress each find themselves struggling
to cope with an unexpected change of circumstance - their small-scale
story set against the larger political events roiling the country

13th Jun

UNCLE BOONMEE WHO CAN
RECALL HIS PAST LIVES
ROMA

13
June
6ththJune

Fantasy Drama · 114 mins · Thailand · 2010
13th Jun

20th Jun

20th Jun

27th Jun

On a farm in the northern countryside of Thailand, a man dying of kidney
failure surrounds himself with his loved ones, including the ghost of his
dead wife and a non-human being that was once his son. Reflecting on
the reasons for his illness, he embarks with his family on a final journey
in this magical, beguilingly languorous meditation on reincarnation

THE ANGEL’S SHARE

20th June

Comedy Crime Drama · 101 mins · UK · 2012

This bittersweet comedy by Ken Loach follows a petty criminal who finds
himself overwhelmed by the birth of his son and vows to give his child
a better shot in life than he has had. After meeting three other ex-cons
whose records are complicating their attempts to go straight, a visit to a
whiskey distillery lays the groundwork for a potentially life-changing scam

BREATHE
27th June

Romantic Biographical Drama · 118 mins · UK · 2017
27th Jun

The true story of Robin Cavendish, who, after being struck down with
polio at 28 and confined to a hospital bed for what he is told are his last
months, worked with a groundbreaking inventor to create a way for him
to escape the hospital ward and return to his life with his family

SATURDAYS 8pm
A varied range of cinematic classics
1st Jun

BUMBLEBEE
1st June

Sci-Fi Action · 114 mins · USA · 2018

This prequel to the Transformers films finds the eponymous
lovable Autobot arriving in 1980’s America, taking a page from
Short Circuit and focusing on character above explosive spectacle
8th Jun

CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME?
8th June

Biographical Drama · 106 mins · USA · 2019

The true story of biographer Lee Israel, who abandons her waning
career after finding a talent for forging rare letters from celebrities

VICE

15th June
15th Jun
22nd Jun

Comedy Biography · 132 mins · USA · 2019

A quirky study of Dick Cheney, chronicling his journey from minor
congressman to maybe the most powerful US Vice President in history

STAN & OLLIE

22nd June

Biographical Drama · 98 mins · USA / UK · 2019

The legendary comedy duo attempt to reignite their film careers by
embarking on a theatre tour of post-war Britain that will not only test
them physically but also put their longstanding friendship under strain
29th Jun

THE LEGO MOVIE 2:
THE SECOND PART

29th June - 3pm Matinee

Animated Comedy Adventure · 107 mins · USA · 2019

Bricksburg comes under threat from Duplo invaders, sending Emmett on a
journey that begins exploring the different ways in which boys and girls play

IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK
29th Jun

29th June

Romantic Drama · 119 mins · USA · 2019

A pair of African-American teen sweethearts are torn apart when he is
imprisoned following a false accusation of rape, leaving her to fight for
justice for him while her Harlem community helps her with her pregnancy

SUNDAYS 8pm
Alternatively Cinevangelist or Big Ted
2nd Jun

BIG TED’S VIDEO VAULT:

An eclectic selection of lo-fi cinema including some cult classics

2nd Jun

CINEVANGELIST:
Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!

THE SWIMMER
2nd June
9th Jun

Drama · 95 mins · United States · 1968

In the affluent suburbs of Connecticut, Ned, a troubled middle-aged
man, sets out to ‘swim’ home via the pools of his wealthy friends...

(CRIME MYSTERY)

9th June

91 mins · You may like it if you like: In Bruges

An alcoholic ex-cop finds the body of a young woman and becomes
convinced that finding the killer might offer him a shot at redemption

DINNER RUSH

16th June

Crime Drama Romance · 99 mins · United States · 2002
16th Jun

A popular Italian restaurant owned by a bookmaker hosts police, rival
gangsters and a food critic all in a single night - as recipe for disaster

(BLACK COMEDY)
23rd June

98 mins · You may like it if you like: To Die For
23rd Jun
30th Jun

A girl with mental health issues convinces herself that a trendy
lifestyle blogger she’s never met may be the answer to her woes

ADVENTURELAND
30th June

Comedy Romance Drama · 107 mins · United States · 2009

An academic teenager forced into what he considers a demeaning
summer job at a local amusement park learns valuable life lessons

